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 I have a process called from native code which calls the android service method unregister. It used to work fine, but recently my unregister call has returned a result code of 1. What could be the possible reasons for this result? Is there anything that can be done to get the exact reason for failure? Native code: long result = mService.unregister(userHandle, source, data); if (result!=
UNREGISTER_SUCCESS) { Log.e("NativeRegistrationException", "Unregister error: " + mService.getErrorString(result)); } A: I have found the cause of the problem. When unregistering the result code is received and processed as usual in the method, but the method already returned back to the C++ code before returning the result code. If we do not get the returned result then the native code will

call the function again. This will cause the process to crash. To avoid this we can send the result code before returning. The present invention relates to a semiconductor device having a GaN layer formed on a sapphire substrate or the like, and a method of manufacturing the same. In recent years, many GaN based semiconductor light emitting devices are used in many applications because of their high-
efficiency light emission. Conventionally, however, the problem of leakage current is pointed out when a GaN layer is used as a light emitting layer. The leakage current is caused by defects at crystal surfaces and dislocation lines present in a GaN layer. In order to reduce the leakage current, there has been proposed a method of reducing the defects and dislocation lines as described in, for example,

Japanese Patent Laid-open No. Hei 5-241631 and Japanese Patent Laid-open No. Hei 11-158154. In the former document, by causing part of the GaN crystal surface to project into a pyramid shape, dislocation lines are reduced. In the latter document, by growing a GaN layer in a thin layer state, a part of the crystal surface is exposed, and thus dislocation lines can be reduced. However, with a method
of reducing defects by causing part of the crystal surface to project into the pyramid shape, there is a limit to reduction of the leakage current caused by dislocation lines because of insufficient effect of the method. In addition, a method of reducing the leakage current by exposing the 82157476af
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